
The Ultimate Guide to Fishing and Floating in
Campbell County Kentucky: Everything You
Need to Know!
Located in the beautiful state of Kentucky, Campbell County offers a plethora of
fishing and floating opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts. Whether you are a
beginner or an experienced angler, this article will provide you with all the
information you need to make the most of your fishing and floating adventures in
Campbell County.

Choosing the Right Spot: Best Fishing Spots in Campbell County
Kentucky

With its numerous lakes, rivers, and reservoirs, Campbell County provides a
diverse range of fishing opportunities. One of the most sought-after fishing spots
in the county is the Ohio River, known for its abundance of catfish, bass, and
crappie. The river offers both bank fishing and boat fishing options, making it
accessible for all anglers.

If you prefer smaller bodies of water, consider visiting Alexandria Community Park
Lake or AJ Jolly Lake. These lakes are stocked regularly with fish, providing an
excellent opportunity for a successful catch. Additionally, they are family-friendly
locations with picnic areas and well-maintained facilities.
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Other notable fishing spots in Campbell County include Licking River, Pendery
Park Lake, and several private fishing ponds. Whether you enjoy freshwater or
prefer the challenge of fly fishing, there is a spot in Campbell County that will fulfill
your fishing desires.

Essential Fishing Tips and Techniques

Now that you know where to fish, let's delve into some essential fishing tips and
techniques that will enhance your experience in Campbell County.

1. Research local regulations: Before heading out to fish, make sure you are
aware of the fishing regulations and license requirements in Campbell County.
Familiarize yourself with the catch limits, seasons, and any special regulations for
specific fishing spots.

2. Use the right bait and tackle: Different fish species require different baits and
tackle. Whether you are targeting bass, catfish, or panfish, ensure you have the
appropriate gear and bait to maximize your chances of success.
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3. Understand fish behavior: Learning about the behavior and feeding patterns
of your target fish species will help you decide where and when to fish.
Researching the best times of day and understanding the habitat preferences of
different species can significantly increase your chances of catching fish.

4. Practice catch and release: While it can be tempting to keep every fish you
catch, practicing catch and release helps sustain the fish populations and
ensures a healthy ecosystem. If you do choose to keep some fish, make sure
they adhere to the legal size limits.

Exploring Campbell County's Floating Opportunities

Aside from fishing, Campbell County offers a range of floating opportunities for
those seeking a peaceful and scenic experience. The Ohio River, which flows
through Campbell County, provides ideal conditions for kayaking, canoeing, and
rafting. With picturesque views and calm stretches, paddling along the river is an
enjoyable way to soak in the natural beauty of the county.

If you prefer a more tranquil floating experience, you can explore the Licking
River. Known for its clear waters and lush surroundings, the Licking River is
perfect for leisurely floats, picnic stops, and bird-watching. This river is suitable
for both beginners and experienced floaters looking to relax and unwind amidst
nature.

Preparation and Safety Tips for Floating

1. Check weather conditions: Before embarking on any floating adventure, it is
crucial to check the weather forecast. Stormy weather or high winds can make
your trip unsafe, so always plan accordingly.



2. Wear appropriate safety gear: Life jackets are a must when floating on any
body of water. Make sure everyone in your group has a properly fitted life jacket.
Additionally, consider wearing a helmet when navigating rapids or rougher water
sections.

3. Pack essential supplies: Bring sufficient water, snacks, sunscreen, and bug
repellent for your floating trip. Also, don't forget to bring a map, compass, and
cellphone for navigation and emergencies.

4. Be respectful of nature: Always leave the environment as you found it.
Dispose of trash properly and avoid disturbing wildlife or damaging vegetation
along the waterway.

Campbell County Kentucky offers a paradise for fishing and floating enthusiasts.
Whether you prefer spending your time on the water with a fishing rod in hand or
lazily floating down a scenic river, Campbell County has it all. By following the tips
and guidelines outlined in this article, you are sure to have a remarkable and
memorable experience in this picturesque county.
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Campbell County Kentucky Fishing & Floating Guide Book Part 1 Over 500 full 8
½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial photographs available.
Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s public ponds and lakes,
listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes, and exact locations with
GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing information for most of
the streams and rivers including access points and public areas with road contact
and crossing points and also includes fish types and average sizes. AND includes
17 FULL SIZE U.S.G.S Topographical Maps worth over $150.00 if you had to buy
them.Contains complete information on A J Jolly Park Lake Alexandria
Community Park Lake Fourmile Creek Ohio River (F) (F) means floatable stream
or river
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